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Excerpt from FCA Policy Statement 17/14
Q31B. Is every foreign exchange contract caught by MiFID (article 10 of the MiFID Org Regulation)?
No. There are two exclusions:
• There is an exclusion for spot contracts (see the answer to 031C).
• There is an exclusion for a foreign exchange transaction connected to a payment transaction (see the answer to 031D).
Technically these exclusions relate to the other “any other derivative contracts” type of C4 derivative contract listed in the answer to
031A. However in the FCA’s view no contract that has the benefit of one of these exclusions could be a C4 future either.
These exclusions do not apply to an option or a swap on a currency, regardless of the duration of the swap or option and regardless
of whether it is traded on a trading venue or not (recital 13 to the MiFID Org Regulation).
Q31C. What is the exclusion for foreign exchange spot contracts mentioned in Q31B?
A contract for the exchange of one currency against another currency is excluded if under its terms delivery is scheduled to be
made within a specified number of trading days. The number of trading days depends on the type of contract. For these purposes,
there are three types of contract.
The first type of contract is one for the exchange of one major currency against another major currency. The contract is exempt if
under its terms delivery is scheduled to be made within two trading days.
The second type of contract is one for the exchange of a non-major currency against either another non-major currency or
against a major currency. The contract is excluded if under its terms delivery is scheduled to be made within the longer of:
• two trading days; and
• the period generally accepted in the market for that currency pair as the standard delivery period.
The third type of contract is one for the exchange of one currency against another where the currency that one of the parties buys is
to be used for the main purpose of the sale or purchase of a transferable security or a unit in a collective investment undertaking. The
contract is excluded if under its terms delivery is scheduled to be made within whichever is the shorter of the following:
• the period generally accepted in the market for the settlement of that security as the standard delivery period; or
• Five trading days.
An example of this third category is as follows. Say that X buys a share in
Country P for delivery in four days’ time (the standard settlement time in Country P for share purchases). X wishes to pay for the
shares (and for associated taxes and costs) in local currency. The exclusion applies if X enters into the contract for the purchase of
the local currency four or fewer days before the share settlement date.
If a foreign exchange contract falls into the third category (contract for the purpose of purchase of securities) it may also fall into one
of the other two categories. As a result there are potentially two maximum delivery periods. Where this is the case, the longer of the
two delivery periods applies for the purpose of deciding whether the exclusion applies.
The major currencies for these purposes are the US dollar, euro, Japanese yen, Pound sterling, Australian dollar, Swiss franc,
Canadian dollar, Hong Kong dollar, Swedish krona, New Zealand dollar, Singapore dollar, Norwegian krone, Mexican peso, Croatian
kuna, Bulgarian lev, Czech koruna, Danish krone, Hungarian forint, Polish złoty and Romanian leu.
All other currencies are non-major currencies for these purposes.
If there is an understanding between the parties to the contract that delivery of the currency is to be postponed beyond the
date specified in contract, it is the longer period that is used to calculate the delivery period.
A day is a trading day if it is a day of normal trading in the jurisdiction of both the currencies that are exchanged.
If either of the following conditions is met:
• the exchange of the currencies involves converting them through a third currency for the purposes of liquidity; or
• the standard delivery period for the exchange of the currencies references the jurisdiction of a third currency,
a day is a trading day if it is a day of normal trading in the jurisdiction of both the currencies that are exchanged and also in the
jurisdiction of that third currency.
Physical settlement does not require the use of paper money. It can include electronic settlement.
This exclusion only applies if there is a direct and unconditional exchange of the currencies being bought and sold (recital (13) to
the MiFID Org Regulation). However a contract may still benefit from the exclusion if the exchange of the currencies involves
converting them through a third currency.
The exclusion can cover a single contract with multiple exchanges of currencies. In such a contract, each exchange of a currency
should be treated separately for the purpose of the exclusion (recital 13 to the MiFID Org Regulation).

Q31D. How are contracts for multiple exchanges of currency treated under the exclusion for foreign exchange spot
contracts mentioned in Q31C?
The exclusion can cover a single contract with multiple exchanges of currencies. In such a contract, each exchange of a currency
should be treated separately for the purpose of the exclusion (recital 13 to the MiFID Org Regulation).

Q31E. What are the major currencies referred to in the answer to Q31C?
The major currencies for these purposes are the US dollar, euro, Japanese yen, Pound sterling, Australian dollar, Swiss franc,
Canadian dollar, Hong Kong dollar, Swedish krona, New Zealand dollar, Singapore dollar, Norwegian krone, Mexican peso,
Croatian kuna, Bulgarian lev, Czech koruna, Danish krone, Hungarian forint, Polish złoty and Romanian leu. All other currencies
are non-major currencies for these purposes.

Q31F. What does a trading day mean in the answer to Q31C?
A day is a trading day if it is a day of normal trading in the jurisdiction of both the currencies that are exchanged.
If either of the following conditions is met:
•

the exchange of the currencies involves converting them through a third currency for the purposes of liquidity; or

•

the standard delivery period for the exchange of the currencies references the jurisdiction of a third currency;

a day is a trading day if it is a day of normal trading in the jurisdiction of both the currencies that are exchanged and also in the
jurisdiction of that third currency.

Q31G. What is the second exclusion for foreign exchange contracts mentioned in Q31B?
A contract is excluded if:
• it is a means of payment (see the answer to Q31H for what this means);
• it must be settled physically (although non-physical settlement is permissible by reason of a default or other termination event);
• at least one of the parties is not a financial counterparty as defined in article 2(8) of EMIR;
• it is entered into in order to facilitate payment for identifiable goods, services or direct investment; and
• it is not traded on a trading venue.
The table in the answer to Q31M gives some examples of what is and is not covered by the exclusion.

Q31H. What do identifiable and means of payment as referred to in Q31G mean?
The most straightforward example (Example (1) of what this means is a contract where one of the parties to the contract:
• sells currency to the other party which that other party will use to pay for specific goods or services or to make a direct investment; or
• buys currency from the other party which the first party will use to achieve certainty about the level of payments that it is going to
receive;
– for specific goods or services that it is selling; or
– by way of a direct investment.
See Example (10) in Q31M (Can you give me some more examples of how the means of payment exclusion referred to in the answer
to Q31G works?) for an example of the second type of foreign exchange contract described at the start of this answer (contract to
achieve certainty about the level of payments).
The table in the answer to Q31M gives some more examples of what identifiable goods and services means.
The MiFID Org Regulation says that the foreign exchange contract must be a means of payment. Therefore the exclusion requires that not
only should the currency contract facilitate payment for identifiable goods, services or direct investment but that it should also be a means of
payment. This combined requirement does not mean that there has to be a three-party arrangement between the buyer and seller of goods
or services and the foreign exchange supplier. So, for example, if a UK company (A) is buying goods from an exporter in Germany (B) and is
paying in euro and A buys the euro forward from a bank (C), there is no need for C to issue some sort of instrument to B.
Instead this combined requirement means that the currency contract that is to be excluded should facilitate the payment by providing
the monies to be paid or received (or the currency equivalent) or that there should be an equivalent close connection between the
currency contract and the payment transaction.
Even though there is no requirement for a formal instrument of payment, the exclusion can cover such arrangements. So in the earlier
example in this answer dealing with an importer, an exporter and a bank, the exclusion may apply to an arrangement that involves bank
C issuing a euro letter of credit at the request of A for the benefit of B.
Q31I. What do goods, services and direct investment mean in the answer to Q31G?
The reference to goods and services should be interpreted widely. It can cover, for example, intellectual property (such as
computer software and patents) and land.
However, in the FCA’s view MiFID investments are only covered by the exclusion if they constitute a direct investment.
In the FCA’s view, making a direct investment means making a capital investment in an enterprise to obtain a lasting interest in that
enterprise. A lasting interest implies the existence of a long-term relationship between the direct investor and the enterprise, and an
investor’s significant influence on the management of the enterprise.
The requirement for the investment to be direct does not prevent the investor acquiring an investment in a wholly-owned subsidiary of a
holding company by making the investment in the holding company. However this requirement does mean that the investor should
acquire its investment from the enterprise or holding company itself rather than by acquiring a stake through the secondary market.
A foreign exchange contract connected to the purchase of a MiFID investment may still be covered by the exclusion for spot contracts
if the payment instrument exclusion does not apply. The spot exclusion makes particular provision for purchases of transferable
securities and units in a collective investment undertaking (see the answer to Q31C). The result is that the means of payment
exclusion does not undermine the specific provisions of the spot contract exclusion dealing with such transactions.
Q31J. How is an agent treated under the means of payment exclusion referred to in the answer to Q31G?
This question is about a foreign exchange contract carried out through agents where:
• at least one of the principals is a non-financial counterparty (see the answer to Q31G for what a financial counterparty means);
• both the agents are financial counterparties, and
• the contract would otherwise meet the exclusion conditions.
If the agents contract with each other on a principal-to-principal basis with back-to-back contracts with their respective clients, the
exclusion is not available for the contract between the two agents. It may be available for the contracts between the agent and its
client.
If the arrangement is made in such a way that there is a single contract, to which the two principals are party and which is entered into
on their behalf by the agents, the exclusion is available.

Q31K. How do I know whether the conditions for the means of payment exclusion described in the answer to Q31G are met?
A financial counterparty (A) selling currency to a client may want to know whether the client (B) is going to use the foreign currency in
a way that meets the exclusion conditions. This may be relevant to whether MiFID conduct of business obligations apply.
A non-financial counterparty (A) may sell currency to another non-financial counterparty (B) in circumstances where the currency that
A buys is not being used in a way that qualifies for the exclusion. A may therefore want to rely on B using the currency that B
purchases in a way that would qualify.
In each example, the application of the exclusion depends on the use to which the other party is going to put the currency.
In these examples A may rely on B’s assurances about the purpose of the currency purchase as long as it has no reason to doubt what
B says. Such an assurance could be given in several ways:
Option 1 A may ask B to explain to A what the purpose of the transaction is, leaving it to A to work out whether the exclusion applies.
Option 2 B may tell A that the exclusion applies to the transaction in question (for instance by way of a representation in the forward
contract). A should only rely on such an assurance if satisfied that B is sufficiently expert to understand what the
exclusion means.
Option 3 B may give A an assurance or representation that applies to all foreign exchange transactions that may take place
between them from time to time (which might be included in a master agreement governing all forward currency contracts
between them). In this case:
•

Option 2 (B should have sufficient expertise) applies.

•

In addition, A should be satisfied that B has procedures in place for B to consider whether the exclusion applies
in particular cases. This may include for example a procedure under which B can:
–

tell A that a particular proposed transaction does not qualify for the exclusion; or

–

avoid asking A to enter into a contract that will be outside the exclusion.

Where B is an ordinary individual consumer or a small business, A may not be able to rely on B’s judgement about whether the
exclusion applies. In that case A should decide whether the exclusion applies based on questions A asks B (Option 1).
Q31L. Can a flexible forward come within the means of payment exclusion described in the answer to Q31G?
A forward contract may have a flexible delivery date. For example a forward contract may:
•

say that delivery can take place at any point in a two-week period rather than on a fixed date; or

•

have an expiry date by which delivery has to be taken but part, or parts, of the delivery can take place before that date.

A flexible delivery date within a defined and reasonably short window can still benefit from the exclusion. If the delivery period is very
long, it is doubtful whether the requirement for the contract to facilitate payment for identifiable goods, services or direct investment (see
the answer to Q31G) can be met.
These examples provide for delivery of the full amount by the end of the delivery period. There might also be a contract under which the
purchaser may choose not to take delivery of part. An example of this kind of foreign exchange contract is as follows:
A UK importer of goods buys from a German seller and has to pay in euro. The importer may not know exactly how much it wants to
import during the next quarter but may want to fix its foreign exchange risk in advance. The foreign exchange contract allows the importer
to take delivery of no more than it needs to pay the exporter. Any balance not needed to pay for imports is cancelled and is not available
to the importer.
In the FCA’s view, if the contract meets the conditions of the exclusion (and in particular the need for there to be identifiable goods or
services) the exclusion potentially applies.
The requirement for there to be identifiable goods or services means that the maximum amount that can be drawn down under the
flexible forward contract should be a reasonable estimate of what is payable under an identified potential payment transaction or
transactions. The table in the answer to Q31M gives examples of what a reasonable estimate means.
An argument against the availability of the means of payment exclusion is that a flexible forward contract is an option and that the
exclusion is not available for an option. However in the FCA’s view, the approach in the answer to Q31B applies. That is, a flexible
forward contract that meets all the conditions of the exclusion is not a traditional option but rather a hybrid contract that is in the “any
other derivative” contract category listed in the answer to Q31A (Types of C4 derivative contracts), even in the example in which the
unused balance is cancelled.
Another argument against the availability of the exclusion for a flexible forward under which the unused balance is cancelled is that it
does not meet the requirement for the contract to be settled physically. In the FCA’s view this argument is not correct because this
requirement is aimed at preventing net cash settlement and does not deal with the cancellation of the contract resulting in there being no
need for any kind of settlement.

Q31M. Can you give me some more examples of how the means of payment exclusion referred to in the answer to
Q31G works?

Examples of the meaning of identifiable goods and services
Example

Explanation

(1)
A UK customer (X) of a UK payment institution (Y) has a
sterling account with a bank (P) in the United Kingdom and a
separate euro bank account with another bank (0) in the
Eurozone. X wishes to pay its supplier in euro in 3 months. X
enters into a forward contract with Y and requests that the euro
be sent to its euro account with 0 rather than directly to the
supplier. The sterling that X pays under the foreign exchange
contract comes from its account with P. 0 makes the payment
to the supplier for X.

The exclusion is potentially available as the foreign exchange
transaction facilitates payment for identifiable goods, even
though Y does not itself pay the suppliers.

(2)
A UK importer has bought €100,000 worth of goods.
The supplier has not yet issued an invoice and the sum is not
yet due from the importer. However the importer knows the
price. It buys the euro forward.

The issue here is whether the forward exchange contract relates
to identifiable goods as referred to in the answer to 031D.

(3)
A UK importer of goods has ordered a specific quantity
of an identified type of goods from the supplier. The price will
be payable in euro but the euro price has not yet been fixed.
The UK importer makes an estimate of the euro price and buys
the euro forward.

The issue here is whether the forward exchange contract relates
to identifiable goods as referred to in the answer to 031D.

(4)
A UK importer knows that it wants to purchase
€100,000 worth of goods from an identified Eurozone supplier
in the next quarter but it has not yet entered into a formal
contract with the supplier. It buys the euro forward.

The issue here is whether the forward exchange contract relates
to identifiable goods as referred to in the answer to 031D.

The exclusion can cover an arrangement in which the firm selling
the foreign currency is not the firm that makes the payment.

The exclusion is potentially available. There is no need for
the invoice to have been issued or the price yet to be due.

The exclusion is potentially available.
There is no need for the amount to be paid under the foreign
exchange contract to match precisely the amount of the
payment that it is facilitating. An estimate is permissible. The
goods are specifically identifiable by purchase order.

The exclusion is potentially available. There is no need for the
contract for the supply of goods to have been entered into at
the time of the currency purchase.
The goods are specifically identifiable by type, price and supplier
and by the purposefor which the importer is buying them.

(5)
A UK importer knows that it wants to purchase
€100,000 worth of goods from a Eurozone company in the
next year, but does not know from which specific supplier it is
going to purchase them. It knows which goods it wishes to
buy. It buys the euro forward.

The issue here is whether the forward exchange contract relates
to identifiable goods as referred to in the answer to 031D.

(6)
A UK importer of goods wishes to buy currency in
order to allow it to pay for goods in the next quarter. It does
not know precisely how many of the goods it will want or what
their exact price will be. However it has a sufficiently good
idea of the amount of goods to make it unlikely that its
estimate will be seriously wrong. It knows this because it has
an established practice of buying these sorts of goods.

The issue here is whether the forward exchange contract relates
to identifiable goods as referred to in the answer to 031D.

(7)
A firm wishes to import goods for a project and needs
foreign exchange to pay for them. It does not know precisely how
many of the goods it will buy or what their exact specification will
be. However it knows broadly what goods it needs. In this
example it knows all this because the goods are needed for a
specific purpose in a specific project.

The issue here is whether the forward exchange contract relates
to identifiable goods as referred to in the answer to 031D.

The exclusion is potentially available.
The goods are specifically identifiable by type and price and
by the purpose for whichthe importer is buying them.

The exclusion is potentially available.
The exclusion may be available even though the precise details
of the goods to be bought are not yet known.
In this example the goods are identifiable by reference to
an established practice and need.

The exclusion is potentially available.
The exclusion may be available even though the precise details
of the goods to be bought are not known yet.
In this example the goods are identifiable by reference to an
established project and a particular purpose within that project.

Examples of the meaning of identifiable goods and services
Example

Explanation

(8)
A customer wants to hedge its balance sheet because it
has a euro exposure but reports financially in sterling.

The exclusion is not available as the foreign exchange
contract is not entered into in order to facilitate payment for
identifiable goods or services.
If, as is likely to be the case, the foreign exchange contract is a
swap or a non-deliverable forward, that is another reason for the
exclusion not being available as the exclusion does not apply to
this sort of contract (see the answers to 031B and 031N).

(9) A customer wishes to undertake asterling/euro conversion to
purchase €100,000 in three months. This amount is to cover 20
individual payments of €5,000 which will be drawn down at
different times. This type of contract benefits the customer who
obtains a better rate by setting up one contract for a larger value
than could be obtained on 20 individual low value contracts.

The exclusion is potentially available. See the answer to 031H.

(10)
An exporter (A) sells goods to a French importer for
payment on delivery in euros. A, before the due date for payment
for the goods, sells the euro for the equivalent amount in sterling.
The foreign exchange contract is made at the applicable forward
rate on the date of the currency contract. Settlement of the
currency contract is due on the same day as payment for the
goods. A is thereby protected against adverse movements in
sterling against the euro.

The exclusion is potentially available. Recital 10 to the MiFID
Org Regulation says that a contract to achieve certainty
about the level of payments for identified goods is covered
by the exclusion.

(11) A UK importer (A) has bought €100,000 worth of goods
from several suppliers. A has a number of purchase contracts
with each supplier and each supplier has issued a number of
invoices. The due dates for payment on each invoice are quite
close together and so A buys €100,000 forward from one
provider in a single contract.

The exclusion is potentially available. There is no need for there
to be a single currency contract for each contract under which
payment arises. Nor do the payment dates have to match exactly
between the purchase contracts and the forward contract.

(12) A UK importer (A) has bought €100,000 worth of
goods. A buys €100,000 forward from several currency
providers.
(13) A UK importer (A) has bought €100,000 worth of goods
from several suppliers. A has a number of purchase contracts
with each supplier and each supplier has issued a number of
invoices. The due dates for some of the invoices are quite close
together and so A buys €50,000 forward from one provider in a
single contract to meet these payment obligations. The result is
that €50,000 is allocated between a number of import contacts
in differing amounts and none of the import contracts are
covered in full. A decides to meet the other €50,000 from its
own resources.

The exclusion is potentially available. There is no need for A
to use a single currency provider.

(14) A UK importer (A) has bought €40,000 worth of goods
from one supplier and €60,000 from another. The suppliers have
issued invoices but payment is not yet due from A. A buys
€40,000 forward to meet the payment on the first and decides to
meet the €60,000 due under the other contract from its own
resources.

The exclusion is potentially available. There is no requirement
that A should cover every contract for goods to which the
exclusion might apply.

(15) A UK importer (A) has bought €100,000 worth of goods.
The supplier has issued an invoice but the sum is not yet due
from A. A buys €200,000 forward. A will use other €100,000 for
purposes that do not meet the exclusion conditions.

The exclusion is not available where A uses part of the
currency it buys for purposes that do not meet the conditions of
the exclusion.

(16) A UK importer (A) has bought €100,000 worth of goods.
The supplier has issued an invoice but the sum is not yet due
A. A decides to meet the payment out of its own resources.
Later A changes its mind and buys the €100,000 forward.

The exclusion is potentially available. The date of the currency
contract and the contract generating the payment obligation do
not need to be entered into at the same time.

(17) A UK importer (A) has bought €100,000 worth of goods.
The supplier has issued an invoice but the sum is not yet due
from A. A buys the US dollar equivalent of €100,000 forward.

The exclusion will not generally be available because the currency
contract is not a means of payment facilitating the payment due
from A to the supplier.

The exclusion is potentially available. The exclusion may
apply even where the excluded currency contract is applied
to a number of different payment obligations under a
number of import contracts.
The exclusion is available even if A relies on its own resources
for part of the payment transaction.

Examples of the meaning of identifiable goods and services
Example
(18) A UK importer (A) has bought €100,000 worth of goods.
The supplier has issued an invoice but the sum is not yet due
from the importer. A buys the €100,000 forward. Later A buys
another €100,000 forward.

Explanation
The exclusion is not available for the second contract. The first
contract should be taken into account when deciding whether A
may rely on the exclusion for second contract.

(19) A farmer’s farm payment under the EU basic payment
scheme will be €10,000 and will be paid in sterling. The
payment will be made in three months’ time. In order to fix the
sterling amount they will receive, the farmer wishes to book a
forward with a currency provider to sell €10,000 and buy sterling
in three months’ time.

The issue here is whether the forward exchange contract
relates to identifiable goods and services as referred to in the
answer to 031D.
The exclusion is not available because the payment is not
linked to any specific goods or services being sold or bought
by the farmer. It is unlikely that the farmer will be carrying on
MiFID business for the reasons described in the answer to 07
(We provide investment services to our clients. How do we
know whether we are an investment firm for the purposes of
article 4.1(1) MiFID?).

(20) An overseas student is given a grant by their home
country in their local currency to study at a UK university,
payable in six months’ time. As the fees are payable in sterling,
the student wishes to book a forward with a currency provider
to sell their home state currency and buy sterling in six months’
time. They wish to enter into the forward contract to guarantee
the amount of sterling they will receive.

The issue here is whether the forward exchange contract
relates to identifiable goods and services as referred to in the
answer to 031D.

(21) A hedge fund manager has investors in the UK and a fund
which is made up of euro denominated securities. The value of
the fund to the investor will fluctuate due to the market value of
the securities but it will also go up or down in accordance with
the euro/sterling exchange rate. The fund manager seeks to
hedge this risk by purchasing a forward contract to sell euro and
buy sterling for three months in the future. The purpose of the
trade is to ensure the investors will not be subject to currency
volatility affecting the value of their investment.

The exclusion is not available because the payment to the
investors is not linked to any specific goods, services or
direct investment.

(22) A UK importer (A) wishes to buy some machinery from a
Eurozone seller in three months for €500,000. A enters into a
three-month forward for the purchase of €500,000 using sterling.
However, the machinery purchase is delayed and A asks to
extend the forward contract. This may involve A paying more
money for the euro depending on the exchange rate at the date
of the contract extension.

The fact that the currency forward is later amended by mutual
consent to match the changed payment date for the machinery
does not prevent the exclusion from applying as long as the
amended version meets the exclusion conditions in the light of
the changed circumstances.

(23) A UK importer (A) wishes to buy some machinery from a
Eurozone seller in three months for €500,000. A enters into a
three-month forward for the purchase of €500,000 using sterling.

See the answer to 031J for an example of where the
exclusion can apply.

The exclusion may be available because the grant helps
the student to pay for the UK university’s fees.
The exclusion is still available if some of the grant is to meet
living costs and the student has not yet decided what exactly
they will need to buy (see the answer to 031M (holiday
spending money) for more on this).

If the foreign exchange provider refuses to amend the contract the
exclusion is not lost as long as the exclusion conditions were met
at the time the foreign exchange contract was entered into.
The answer to (22) applies.

The machinery purchase falls through but A wants to extend
the contract length as they have identified replacement
machinery with a similar price.
(24) A UK importer (A) wishes to buy some machinery from a
Eurozone seller in three months for €500,000. A enters into a
three-month forward for the purchase of €500,000 using sterling.
However, the machinery purchase is delayed and the
specifications are changed. The currency contract therefore no
longer facilitates payment under the machinery contract. A
decides to close out the existing currency contract. A also enters
into a new forward contract with another currency provider that
matches the revised machinery contract.

The exclusion is potentially available for the close out
contract and also for the new currency contract.
If A decides to meet the payment due under the revised
machinery contract out of its own resources, the exclusion is
still potentially available for the close out contract.

Examples of the meaning of identifiable goods and services
Example

Explanation

(25) A customer is due to receive an inheritance in euro and is
advised of the amount but, owing to the need to complete
probate, the funds will not be released for a number of months.
The customer wishes to ensure that there is no depreciation in
value of the inheritance in sterling terms and enters into a eurosterling forward.

The exclusion is not available because the foreign exchange
contract is not linked to any specific goods, services or direct
investment.

(26) A UK parent company wishes to inject capital in euro into a
European subsidiary in four months’ time and enters into a
forward contract to purchase the euro.

The exclusion is potentially available as the foreign exchange
contract is made to facilitate a direct investment in the subsidiary.

(27) A customer asks a UK payment institution to make a
payment to a family member living abroad. The payment is to
be made in the currency of the country where the family
member lives. The customer buys the foreign currency on a
forward basis.
(28) A UK firm (A) has employees abroad. A pays them in local
currency. A buys forward the currency with which it will pay its
employees.

The exclusion is not necessarily available.
The exclusion is only available if the family member is going to
use the currency for a purpose that comes within the exclusion.
The exclusion potentially applies.

Q31N. How do the examples in the table in the answer to Q31M apply to an exporter or importer with a large portfolio of
contracts?
This question deals with the fact that the examples in the table in the answer to Q31M have relatively simple facts where the
purchaser of the foreign currency only has one or a few payment obligations. In many cases a seller or buyer of goods will have
frequent payment transactions for which it needs foreign exchange and it may not wish to meet this need by having a separate
currency contract for each import or export contract.
The exclusion can still apply in these cases. This is because, as the examples in the table in the answer to 031M show, there is
some flexibility in the amount and timing of currency contracts, the ability to estimate currency needs, the ability to close out
currency contracts and the use of different currency providers.
However the requirements of the exclusion still apply, including the need to show that the currency contract is a means of payment
that is entered into in order to facilitate payment for identifiable goods, services or direct investment. This means that it will be
necessary to look at all the importer or exporter’s incoming and outgoing payments and currency resources each time the importer or
exporter enters into a new currency contract to see whether the exclusion is available for that new currency contract.
Say:
•

a UK importer (A) has bought €100,000 worth of goods under a contract with a Eurozone supplier (Contract P);

•

the supplier has issued an invoice but the sum is not yet due from A;

•

A buys the €100,000 forward; and

•

later A buys another €100,000 forward.

When A enters into the second currency contract, changes to Contract P or to A’s payment profile mean that:
•

the new currency contract will better facilitate the payment obligation under Contract P and the first currency contract will
facilitate another payment obligation; or

•

the first contract no longer facilitates the payment under Contract P and A needs the new currency contract to allow it to make
the payments due under Contract P.

When deciding whether the exclusion applies to the second currency contract entered into by A there is no need to treat the first
currency contract as tied to the payment under Contract P just because the payment due under Contract P justified the
application of the exclusion when A entered into the first currency contract. Instead it is necessary to look again at all A’s
incoming and outgoing payments and currency resources at the time A enters into the second currency contract (including both
currency contracts).

Q31O I am a payment services provider under the Payment Services Regulations. How do the spot contract and means of
payment exclusions referred to in the answers to Q31C and Q31G apply to me?
(See PERG 15 (Guidance on the scope of the Payment Services Regulations 2009) for the Payment Services Regulations)
This answer only relates to a payment service provider authorised under the Payment Services Regulations. It does not cover, for
example, banks that are subject to the conduct of business requirements of those Regulations.
The Payment Services Regulations allow you to provide foreign exchange services that are closely related and ancillary to your
payment services. That right does not allow you to provide foreign exchange derivative services that would otherwise require
authorisation under MiFID. You therefore need to consider the availability of MiFID exclusions for your foreign exchange business.
The most common sort of foreign exchange contract you are likely to carry out is where you execute a payment for your customer that
involves a currency conversion. For example, you may make a payment for your customer in euros from the customer’s sterling
payment account to a payee’s payment account. The foreign exchange part of this transaction is separate from the payment part of the
transaction (see 012 in PERG 15.2 (We provide electronic foreign exchange services to our customers/clients. Will this be subject to
the PSD regulations?)).
The foreign exchange part of this example may involve a MiFID C4 derivative if it has a forward element. However in practice it is likely
that such foreign exchange transactions will fall outside MiFID because there is no forward element or the spot exclusion applies.
The following are examples of how the delivery period should be calculated for the MiFID spot exclusion. They are all based on
a payment being made in one currency from a payment account in another currency.
•

If your customer asks for the payment to be made immediately, the delivery period starts on the date of request.

•

If your customer asks for the payment to be made some time after the request and the foreign exchange conversion is to be carried
out at the spot rate on the transfer date, the delivery period starts on that transfer date entered into.

•

If your customer asks for the payment to be made some time after the request and the foreign exchange conversion rate is fixed on
the date the customer gives you your instructions, the delivery period starts on that instruction date.

•

The date on which the payment is received by the payee’s payment services provider should normally be treated as the delivery date.

•

If you debit your customer’s payment account after receipt by the payee’s payment services provider and the foreign
exchange conversion rate is fixed on the debit date, the debit date should be treated as the delivery date.

If your customer wants to make a foreign currency transfer some time in the future and buys the foreign currency from you in advance
at the spot rate and immediately credits it to a payment account with you, the spot exclusion should apply.
If the delivery period is too long for the spot contract exclusion to apply, the means of payment exclusion is potentially available
because you are not a financial counterparty for the purposes of that exclusion.
However, the means of payment exclusion only applies if the payment by your customer meets the requirements about identifiable
goods, services or direct investments described in the answer to 031G.
Q31P. Can a non-deliverable forward come within the exclusion for spot foreign exchange contracts in the answer to Q31C
or the means of payment exclusion in the answer to Q31G?
N o.
A non-deliverable forward is a cash-settled foreign exchange contract relating to a thinly traded or non-convertible foreign
currency against a freely traded currency. The first currency may be non-convertible for example because of exchange controls or
restrictions on currency dealing. On the contracted settlement date, the profit or loss is adjusted between the two counterparties
based on the difference between the contracted rate for the non-deliverable currency and the prevailing spot rate. The price for
the convertible currency may be expressed in terms of a second convertible currency.
As settlement is for the difference between an exchange rate agreed before delivery and the actual spot rate at maturity, a nondeliverable forward is not a spot contract, regardless of the settlement period. The means of payment exclusion is also not available.
See the answer to 031N about why settlement for a difference does not come within either exclusion.

Q31Q. How is holiday spending money treated under the spot contract and means of payment exclusions referred to in the
answers to Q31C and Q31G?
One way of buying holiday currency is for the holidaymaker to order currency to be collected, for example, a week after the order, to be
paid for at the currency seller’s spot rate on the day of collection. This contract is not a MiFID investment either because it does not fall
into the category C4 type of derivative in the first place or because the spot contract exclusion described in the answer to 031C applies.
Another way of buying holiday money is for the holidaymaker to order currency to be collected, for example, a week after the order,
to be paid for at the currency seller’s spot rate on the day the currency is ordered. This type of contract is potentially within the C4
type of derivative. However the means of payment exclusion is potentially relevant. The holiday can be treated as identifiable goods
or services even though the holidaymaker may not know what restaurant they are going to eat at or what tourist attractions they are
going to visit.
In either case the seller of the holiday money may agree to buy back any unused currency at a price fixed at the same time as the rate
at which the holidaymaker is to buy the currency is fixed and linked to the original rate. Such an arrangement may also benefit from the
means of payment exclusion. This is because the promise to buy back the currency is so closely connected to the original purchase
that it can be seen as being an integral part of the same transaction.
These answers are relevant to whether the currency seller requires authorisation under MiFID. The holidaymaker will not require
authorisation because their regular occupation or business will not include the provision of investment services in relation to MiFID
financial instruments to others on a professional basis (see the answer to 07 for more about this).

Q31R. How does netting affect the exclusions for foreign exchange contracts in the answers to Q31C and Q31G?
A foreign exchange contract may involve a valuation of the currencies being bought and sold for the purposes of settlement and a
single payment being made.
The spot contract exclusion described in the answer to Q31C requires there to be exchange and delivery. The means of payment
exclusion described in the answer to Q31D requires there to be physical settlement delivery. Therefore neither exclusion applies to a
contract involving this type of netting. An instrument that provides for a single payment like this is more like a swap, which is outside
the scope of the exclusions.
The fact that a foreign exchange contract provides for early termination and netting on default does not mean that the exclusions
cannot apply. Similarly, the existence of force majeure provisions dealing with bona fide inability to settle physically does not prevent a
contract from benefiting from the exclusions.
The parties to a foreign exchange contract may also have entered into other foreign exchange or financial contracts with each other. The
result may be that the parties exchange multiple cash flows during a given day. In order to reduce operational and settlement risks they
may agree to net those cash flows into one payment for each currency (payment netting). For example the parties may each have to
make and receive multiple payments in sterling, euro and US dollars on the same day. The result of payment netting is that there will only
be three payments to be made, one in each of the three currencies. This sort of payment netting is compatible with the exclusions.
Q31S. I enter into my foreign exchange contracts on a trading venue. What exclusions or exemption can I rely on?
The spot contract exclusion described in the answer to Q31C may be available.
The means of payment exclusion described in the answer to Q31D will not be available.
You may also find the own account exemption described in the answer to Q40 helpful. Although that exemption is usually disapplied
for those who have direct electronic access to a trading venue, this is not the case where the contract is for hedging purposes.

